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Magnetic measurements to determine the shape and position of plasma boundary together
with the current density and plasma, pressure came into wide u.s<: in modern tokamak ex-
periments. However, a completely different type of situation occurs in stellarators. Usually,
three quantities are measured in modern experiments, namely, the total toroidal current,
the change in the dipole component of the averaged poloidal flux, and the change in the
toroidal magnetic (lux. All these quantities are weak functions of the plasma profiles, and
under conventional experimental conditions give no way to determine nothing else but ft,
where /3 is the ratio of the plasma pressure to the pressure of the magnetic field, bar denotes
the volume average. Surprisingly, but no attempts were made to create a diagnostic system
to be as effective as in tokamaks. This may be explained by the fear that the final result
may be too cumbersome due to the. three-dimensional nature of st.ellarators and by the lack
of detailed information about the. plasma, induced external magnetic fields. Analyzing the
general properties of the plasma induced magnetic fields we found [1-3] that there is no lack
of harmonics that are strongly dependent on the plasma profiles. Thus, it can be said with
assurance that the problem of magnetic diagnostics may, in principle, be solved.

Here we present a new method for collecting and interpreting of magnetic data. We
discuss the properties of magnetic probes system needed for the determination both of plasma
pressure and of current distribution. Considerable attention has been given to the evaluation
of the required accuracy of the magnetic measurements.' Possible ways to simplify general
technic for the solution of the particular problems are also discussed. As an example we
refer to LHD [4] configuration. A brief description of the peculiarities of plasma equilibria in
such a system relevant to the problem under consideration is presented. Emphasis is given
to the cases where plasma induced destruction of the plasma boundary is important.
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